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Abst.r ac t

Closed queueing networks with finite buffers are used to model systems such as produc

tion systems, communication systems, computer systems and flexible manufacturing sys

tems. Comprehensive study of the results reported in recent years would benefit various

research communities as well as practitioners. In this paper, it is attempted to give a

systematic presentation of the literature related to such queueing networks.
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I. Introduction

System performance has become a major issue in the design and implementation of

systems such as computer systems, production systems. communication systems and

flexible manufacturing systems. The success or failure of a system often is judged on the

degree to which performance objectives are met. Thus, tools and techniques for predict

ing performance measures are of great interest.

Queueing network models are the most widely used analytical method for estimat

ing the standard performance measures of such systems. Gordon and Newell (241 showed

that solution of a closed queueing network, under some restrictive assumptions, has the

product form. Baskett, Chandy, Muntz and Palacios [13] extended the range of the pro

duct form networks relaxing some of those assumptions. Efficient algorithms, such as

Mean Value Analysis [15] and Buzen's algorithm [16], have been developed in the litera

ture for the calculation of performance measures of closed queueing networks with pro

duct form solutions.

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the development of computa

tional methods for the analysis of queueing networks with finite buffers. This is pri

marily due to a growing need to model actual systems which have finite capacity

resources. An important feature of system with finite buffers is that a server may become

blocked when the capacity limitation of the destination queue is reached. Various block

ing mechanisms have been considered in the literature so far. These blocking mechan

isms arose out of various studies of real life systems. For example, in store and forward

communication networks, a node can not transmit a message until the destination node

has a buffer available. In I/O subsystems, a disk is blocked because the channel is busy

transferring data for another disk. Likewise, in an assembly line, a unit finishing its ser-
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vice at a station can not leave because there is no space available in the destination sta

tion.

Queueing networks with finite buffers are in general difficult to treat. Such net

works could not be shown to have product form solutions. However. certain closed

queueing networks with finite buffers have been reported in the literature as having pro

duct form solutions.

This paper gives a survey of exact, approximate and numerical results related to

closed queueing networks with finite buffers. The most commonly used blocking

mechanisms that exist in the literature are defined next. Section ill deals with two-node

closed queueing networks. In sections IV to VII, we survey results related to different

types of blocking mechanisms that are defined in Section II. The concept of indistin

guishable nodes is introduced in Section VII and it is shown that symmetrical networks

can be solved exactly on a reduced state space.

II. Blocking Mechanisms

Various blocking mechanisms have been reported in the literature so far. These

distinct types of models for blocking arose out of various studies of real life systems.

Onvural and Perras [29] have classified the most commonly used blocking mechanisms as

follows:

TYPE l:A customer upon completion of its service at queue i attempts to enter desti

nation queue j. If queue j at that moment is full, the customer is forced to wait in front

of server i until it enters destination queue j. The server remains blocked for this period

of time and it can not serve any other customer waiting in its queue. This blocking

mechanism has been used to model systems such as production systems and disk I/O



subsystems [cf..Alt iok and Perros[8,91.Perros~33!).

TYPE 2:.~ customer in queue i declares its destination queue j before it starts its ser

vice. If queue j is full, the ith server becomes blocked. When a departure occurs from

destination queue j, the ith server becomes unblocked and the customer begins receiving

service. This blocking mechanism has been used to model systems such as production

systems and telecommunication systems. (cr. Boxma and Konheim [14] ,Gershwin and

Berman [22]).

Depending upon whether the customer is allowed to occupy the position in front of the

server when the server is blocked, we distinguish the following two sub- categories.

TYPE 2.1:Position in front of the server can not be occupied when the server 1S

blocked.

TYPE 2.2:Position in front of the server can be occupied when the server is blocked.

TYPE 3:A customer upon service completion at queue i attempts to join destination

queue j. If queue j at that moment is full, the customer receives another service at queue

i. This is repeated until the customer completes a service at queue i at a moment that

the destination node is not full.

Within this category of blocking mechanisms, we distinguish the following two sub

categories.

TYPE 3.1:0nce the custorners destination is determined it can not be altered. This

blocking mechanism arose in modelling telecommunication systems (cf. Caseau and

Pujolle [11]).

TYPE 3.2:A destination node is chosen at each service completion independently of

the destination node chosen the previous time. This type of blocking is associated with



reversible queueing networks with blocking (cf. Yao and Buzacoct [~O.41."'2.-t3J).

\'ie note that in the above mentioned blocking mechanisms a server becomes

unblocked when the number of customers in the destination node drops below its max

imum capacity. Latouche and ~euts[271 considered other extensions whereby unblock

ing of a server occurs when the number of units in the destination node drops below a

predefined level, not necessarily equal to its maximum capacity. Such blocking mechan

isms are not considered here.

Comparisons between these distinct types of blocking mechanisms carried out by

Caseau and Pujolle [17], Altiok and Stidham {7], Bocharov and Albores [10], Balsamo,

Persone and Iazeolla [11], Onvural and Perros [29] and Onvural [32]. The objective of

these comparisons was to obtain an equivalency between different blocking mechanisms

. applied to the same queueing network. Two blocking mechanisms are said to be

equivalent if the network under consideration has the same rate matrix under both types

of blocking mechanisms. We note that, all of the equivalencies obtained in the literature

assume service time distributions to be exponential. Furthermore, these equivalencies,

unless mentioned otherwise, are true only for the specific topologies shown in Figures 1

and 2.

Lemma l:Types 2.2 and 3.1 are equivalent independent of the topology.

Lemma 2:In cyclic networks (Figure 1):

a)Types 3.1 and 3.2 are equivalent

b)Type 2.1 given buffer capacities B, is equivalent to type 1 with buffer capacities

B;-1, i=l,... ,~; where N is the number of nodes.
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Lemma 3:In the central server model (Figure 2):

a)Types 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent if B1=:c

b)Types 3.1 and 3.2 are equivalent if B,=x, i=2, ,:'i

c)Types 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent if B,==~, i=2, ,~

Furthermore, there always exists an equivalency between the blocking mechanisms

defined above if the network has two nodes with exponential servers.

Figure 1:Cyclic Network Figure 2: The Central Server .~odel

ill. Two Node Closed Queueing Networks with Finite Buffers

We will start our review of literature with two-node closed queueing networks (cr.

Perras [331) as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A two - node closed queueIng network

Let K be the number of customers in the network and Bj be the capacity of node i

including the space in front of the server. Furthermore, assume that service time at

each node is distributed exponentially with rate fJ.i' i=1,2.
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m.I. Type 1 Blocking Mechanisrn

Two-node closed queueing networks under type 1 blocking have been studied by

Diehl [21] and Akyildiz [1]. In particular, Akyildiz [1] demonstrated that a two-node

closed queueing network with finite buffers and with K customers is equivalent to a non-

blocking network [i.e. with infinite buffer capacities) with K' customers. where

K' == min(N,B1+ 1)+ min (N,B 2+ I)-I'i (1)

To summarize the equivalency, define kt=max(O,K-B2) and k2=min(K~Bl).Then.

the rate diagram associated with two node network has the following simple form:

1I2

~
(kl,B2)~ (k1+l,B2-1)

\11

lI2
~

~ (B1_K-B1)

~z ()Pl
(k1,B2+1) (B1+l,K-B1)

where, k:, (K - 1:2)6 denotes that nodes 1 and 2 are blocked respectively. The equivalent

non-blocking network will have the same rate diagram with k: =0, B 1=B:= k2= K' .

From the above rate diagram, we have:

p(k 1+ i ,B2 - i)= (iJ.l/iJ.2/ + 1p(k ~ ,B2)

and. p (1:: ,B2) can be determined from the normalizing equation, i.e,

(2)

(3)
(i,j) Itlu

where, p(i,j) is the steady state joint queue length distribution of the two-node network

under consideration,

Finally, we note that, these results are readily applicable to a two-node closed

queueing network under type 2.1 blocking mechanism after the buffer capacities are

increased by one.
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ill. II. Type 2.2 Blocking Mechanism

Now. consider the two-node closed queueing network under type 2.2 blocking

mechanism. This model was first studied by Gordon and Newell[23j. Define,

k1=max(O.K-B~) and k~=min(K,B~).The rate diagram associated with the network has

the following form:

\11

~
(kl)~(kl+l)

\.11

Hence, one can easily obtain that:

p (k 1 + i,K - kt - i)= (JL/fJ.2)iP(k1,K - k1)

and,p(1c1,K-k 1) can easily be obtained from the normalizing equation:

~ p(i,i) = 1

(i,i) /e..

(4)

(5)

Note that, type 2.2 blocking mechanism is equivalent to types 3.1 and 3.2 blocking

mechanisms in two-node closed queueing networks. Thus, solution of the two-node net-

work presented above for type 2.2 blocking is also applicable to both types of blocking

mechanisms.

We now proceed with the survey of closed queueing networks with finite buffers

with more than two nodes. Consider closed queueing networks consisting of ~ nodes and

K customers. B, is the capacity of node i including the service space in front of the

server. A customer upon completion of its service at node i attempts to enter node j with

probability Pii' i=l.. .. ,)l; j=l..... :'i. Parameters of the networks under consideration

are summarized in Table 1.
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-K:# of customers in the network
-~:# of nodes
-Pii:fraction of departures from node i
that proceeds next to station j
-All nodes have FCFS service discipline
-Each node has a single server
-B~ :Capacity of node i

Table l:Parameters of closed queueing network

IV. Type 1 Blocking

Earlier work in queueing networks with finite buffers was motivated by open queue-

ing networks under type 1 blocking mechanism (also called classical blocking). However,

there are relatively few results reported in the context or closed queueing networks and

much oC the work has been done in recent years (cr. Akyildiz [1,2,5,6], Suri and Diehl

[391, Onvural and Perras [30,31], Onvural [32], Diehl [21], and Persone and Grillo [20]).

Now, consider a closed queueing network with parameters as given in Table 1.

Furthermore, assume that service time at each node is distributed exponentially with

rate JoLi' i=l,...,N. For l~Ksmin Hi' there is no blocking and the network has a pro-

duct form solution (cr. Gordon and Newell [24)). When Kz min Bi+l blocking occurs. In

this case, product form solutions are, in general, not available. However, when K=min

B, + 1, there can be at most one node blocked at a time. Hence, while a server is

blocked, there can not be any customer waiting in its queue. Thus, during the blocking

period, the server space in front of the blocked server behaves like an additional buffer

space for the blocking node. The following lemma, proved in Onvural and Perros [30],

explains this phenomenon.

Lemma 4:Let us consider a closed exponential queueing network with parameters as

given in Table 1. If the number of customers in the network, K, is equal to minimum
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buffer capacity plus one, then the network has a product form solution.

Let, p( i l' i2, • , , , i.v) and n( i l' i2, • , • , i.v) be the steady state queue length distri

bution of a closed queueing network with blocking and with infinite buffers respectively.

Note that, -:r(it,i:?, · . · r iN) has a product form solution, If the assumptions of Lemma 4

are satisfied, then:

P'i e,
--11'(0, ..,;, =B i ~ 1,0,.. ,0)

t·
}

if no node lS 6locked

if node I i8 blocked by node j
(6)

where ej is the mean number of visits a customer makes to ith node and is given by:

N

e. = 2: ejPji' i = 1,... ,N
j 2 1

with e
J
= l forsomej.

IV.I. Throughput

(7)

Throughput of a node is defined as the rate at which customers depart from that

node. Let Ai(K) and A(K) be throughput of node i and throughput of the network with

X K K
K customers respectively. Then, we have: A,(K)={l-Pi (O)-P

I
(b)} ...... where PI (0) and

P,K(b) are the probabilities that node i is empty and blocked respectively given that

there are K customers in the network. l/~i is the mean service time at node i, Further-

more,

X,(K)=A(K)e" i=l, ... ,)i, where e. is given by equation 7.

Clearly, A.(K) depends on the parameters of the network. In figure 4, 'Ne give an

example of X(K) as K changes from 1 to the capacity of the cyclic network shown in

figure 1 with ~=3. Note that, in figure 4, A.(K) increases as K increases until it reaches a
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, . .
maximum value, ~ ,for some K . For K> K , ~\(K) is non-increasing. For the following

lemmas. Onvural and Perras [31} used the following two properties without any proof.

However, the validity of these assumptions can be shown by stochastical ordering (cr.

Shantikumar [37J) at least for some range of values of K.

Property l:p,K(O) is non-increasing as K increases until it reaches zero.

Property 2:For the range of values that P~(b) is non-zero, P~(b) is non-decreasing as

K increases.

. . .------."....-~-----,..--------.--....--~

Figure 4: Throughput vs # of customers

Lemma 5:Consider a closed exponential queueing network with parameters as given in

c= 1

table 1, and let ~. =max{~(K)},n= min {Hi}' M= 2: Hi' and 13(K) be the throughput
K I = 1... ,~V

of a closed queueing network with same parameters and infinite buffer capacities. Then;

~(n+l)~A s~(:M- max {B.}+l)
i=l, .. ,J.V

, ..
Lemma 6:Consider the network defined in Lemma 5. Let K be such that A =A(K ).

Then;

N
•

max { min {Bj s.t. Pii ;to} }sK ~ 2: Bi - max {Bi }+1
i = 1, .. ,N j = 1,.. ,JV i = 1 i = l, .. ,N
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The above two lemmas provide bounds on the maximum throughput (w.r.t. K) and

the number of customers that produces the maximum throughput respectively. How-

ever, we should note that these bounds are not usually tight.

Akyildiz [2,6], developed approximation algorithms for the throughput of closed

queueing networks with exponential and general service times. He finds an equivalent

non-blocking network which has the same or almost equal number or states as the block-

ing network in which case, both systems have the same behavior and the throughput of

both systems are almost equal. The only assumption in the algorithm is that the net-

work under consideration should be deadlock-free.

Due to the blocking mechanism under consideration, and due to the fact that nodes

of the network are arbitrarily interconnected, it is possible that deadlocks may occur.

For instance, assume that node i is blocked by node j. Now, it is possible that a custo-

mer at node j may, upon completion of its service, choose to go to node i. If node i is , at

that time, Cull then deadlock will occur. Usually, in networks with deadlocks, it is

assumed that deadlocks are detected immediately and resolved by instantaneously

exchanging blocking units. The following lemma gives the sufficient and necessary condi-

tion for a network to be deadlock Cree. (cr. Akyildiz [3]).

Lemma 7:A closed queueing network with finite buffer capacities is deadlock free if and

only if for each cycle, C, in the network .. the following condition holds:

K < ~ 8·
~ }

j€C

Simply stated, the total number of customers in the network must be smaller than

the sum of buffer capacities in each cycles.
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Akyildiz 's algorithm for closed exponential closed queueing networks can be sum-

marized as follows:

so: For a given deadlock free exponential network with parameters as given in table 1,

calculate the number of states of the blocking network. Z' , as follows:

where * is a convolution operator, and Zi' i=l,...,N is a k+l dimensional vector

given by:

51: Find / such that {[:::-1]_Z'} is minimum. Then, A(K)=~(l).

[
N +1-1]

Note that N _ 1 is the number of states in a closed queueing network with I

customers and 13( 1) is the throughput of the network with infinite buffer capacities and 1

customers. Hence, the algorithm finds a product form network which has approximately

the same number of states as the blocking network while all parameters other than the

number of customers in the network are kept the same. The algorithm is very simple to

implement and quite accurate. Furthermore, Akyildiz [6] applied the same algorithm to

closed queueing networks with finite buffers and with general service times. In addition

to the assumptions of table 1, assume that the service time at each node is general with

coefficient of variation c/ and having rational laplace transform. The steps of the alga-

rithm are given below:

so: Given a deadlock Cree closed queueing network with parameters given in table 1,

generally distributed service times with mean 1/JJ.i and coefficient of variation c.
z,
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find a non-blocking network with K' customers.

51: Solve the non-blocking network with general service times approximately using

Marie's method [28} and calculate the throughput, ~(K'), of the network. Then,

Finally, we should note that approximately equivalent behavior of the blocking

network to the product form network assumed in the above two algorithms is valid only

Cor the throughput. The procedure is not applicable Cor the calculation of other perfor-

mance measures.

Another approximation algorithm for the mean response time (equivalently for the

throughput) is developed by Suri and Diehl [39]. Their algorithm is applicable to both

type 1 and type 2.2 blocking mechanisms, and it will be presented in Section V.

Onvural and Perras [31] developed an approximation algorithm to calculate the

throughput of large closed exponential queueing networks with finite buffers. The main

steps of the algorithm is given below:

"v
• •

SO: Find K (approximately) such that A(K )2A(K), K=l,... , ~ Bi " Solve the blocking

1=1

• •
network numerically with K customers to calculate 'A(K )

51: Calculate X(l),... ,A(minB. +1) using one of the efficient algorithms for product form

networks and solve the network with ~ B, customers and calculate A( 2: Bi )

i= 1 1=1

52: Estimate the parameters of the curve that passes through above calculated points.

93: Calculate the unknown throughput points from the equations of these curves.

•
The critical step in the algorithm is finding the number of customers ,K ,that pro-

•
duces the maximum throughput, A.(K). Using the results of equivalencies between
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closed queueing networks with respect to the number of customers in the network (cr.

Onvural and Perras [30]), K is determined approximately for cyclic networks and

exactly for networks with exactly one node with infinite buffer capacity. Another draw-

•
back of the algorithm is solving the network numerically with K customers to calculate

x'(K\ Still, the algorithm results in savings of 50 to 85 % of CPli time as compared to

N

solving the network numerically for K=l,..., ~ B i and produces accurate results.

i == 1

Now, consider an exponential cyclic network, shown In Figure 1. The following

lemma was proved in Onvural and Perros [31].

Lemma 8:ln exponential cyclic networks, if the number of customers in the network ,K.

is equal to the capacity of the network then the throughput or the network is equal to

l/E[max(Xl' · . · ,XN )] where Xi is the service time at node i. Furthermore, since X/s

are distributed exponentially, we have:

o i= 1

For presentation purposes, let N=3, K=3 and Bi = l , i=1,~,3. Let Xi be the ser-

VIce time at node i and without loss of generality assume that Xl ~.¥2=::X3. Further-

more, assume that at t=O all servers are busy working. Then at t=.Y'3
7

all three servers

will become blocked and deadlock will occur. If we assume that deadlocks are detected

immediately and resolved by instantaneously exchanging blocked customers then at

t=JY'J, customer at node 1 will go to node 2, customer at node ~ will go to node 3, and

customer at node 3 will go to node 1...~t this point in time, all servers will start a new

service. The points in which all three servers start a new service are the renewal points

and the throughput of the cyclic network is l/{expected time between renewals) by
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definition.

IV.IT. Mean Queue Lengths

The mean queue length of anode is an another primary performance measure of

queueing networks. Let L, be the mean queue length of node i. Then:

L.=
I

tnlnB"K

j=l

and
J.V

) L·=K
.... I

i=1

where, Pi(j) is the marginal probability or having j customers at node i.

It is discussed in Diehl [21] that the algorithm reported in Suri and Diehl [38,39]

(which will be discussed in Section V) can be used for performance measures other than

the throughput of the network. However, no numerical investigation for such perfor-

mance measures has been done neither in Diehl [21) nor in Suri and Diehl [38,39]. Hence,

to the best of our knowledge, the only algorithm to calculate the mean queue lengths of

closed queueing networks with finite buffers under type 1 blocking is reported by Akyil-

diz [5]. His algorithm produces fairly accurate results. The approximation algorithm is

based on the idea of analyzing the given blocking network with infinite buffer capacities

and normalizing the non-feasible states which exceed the capacities of nodes. This is

accomplished by the following procedure:

Let, (kl' ... ,k~'V) be the state of the network under consideration with infinite

buffer capacities, where kj is the number of customers at node j. Assuming the network

has exponential servers, the product form solution of the non-blocking network is then

used to calculate the marginal probabilities of nodes which are required to calculate the

mean queue lengths. In case of general servers (cf. Akyildiz (6]), the algorithm is still

applicable by first applying Marie's method [281. When Marie's method converges, we

have an exponential blocking network as above. Normaliaation of states is done as
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follows:

For any given state (kl' ...• k.v)' if there exists a node i with Ie, > B, then;

if i = j

k.=
}

otherwise

Hence, if the capacity or a node is exceeded at some state for some node it then the

number of customers at that node is set to its capacity and the remaining customers are

distributed to other nodes according to the routing probabilities (Pi; '8). ei is the mean

number or visits a customer makes to ith node and is given by eq. (7). Let the normal-

ized state be given by f(j) where the ith component of C, i.e, !i(k) is the number of jobs

at station i after the normalization step. Then, Li = ~ li(.i)p(k), where p(j) is the

i l~tU

steady state joint queue length distribution of the network with infinite buffer capacities.

IV.m. Blocking network as an approximate BCMP node

Perros, Nilsson and Liu [34] developed a numerical procedure Cor analyzing exactly

closed exponential queueing networks with finite buffers. The numerical procedure was

then incorporated in an approximation algorithm for analyzing product Corm networks

(i.e. with infinite buffer capacities) in which some of the buffers are finite. The approxi-

mation algorithm is based on Norton's theorem (cr. Chandy, Herzog and Woo [18]).

so: Group all the finite queues and those infinite queues that are liable to getting

blocked into a sub-network (blocking sub-network) and the remaining ones into an

another subnetwork (non-blocking subnetwork).
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51: Analyze the non-blocking subnetwork (obtained from the original network by

'shorting" the blocking subnetwork) as a product form network assuming n custo

mers, where n= 1,2, ... ,K. For each n obtain the steady state probabilities pU I a ],

where 1 E S" is the state of the non-blocking sub-network and S" is the set of all

feasible states for a given n. Based on these results, calculate T(n), n=1,2, ... ,K.

52: Construct a composite queue with a state dependent throughput equal to T(n),

n=1,2,... ,K. Now, in the original network substitute the non-blocking subnetwork

by its composite queue. Analyze the reduced network numerically to obtain the

marginal queue length probability distribution for each queue, assuming K custo

mers in it.

53: Let Pc (n), n=1,... ,K be the marginal queue length probability that there are n

units in the composite queue as calculated in 52. Then, Cram 51, we have

pU)=pUI ")Pe(n), nES., and n=1,2,... ,K. Using ,U), marginal queue length dis

tribution Cor each queue in the non-blocking subnetwork can be easily obtained.

Numerical investigation shows that the algorithm is very accurate for the

throughput, mean queue lengths as well as the marginal queue length distributions of

each node in the network.

The only drawback of the algorithm is solving the blocking network numerically

which is time consuming for large networks.

v. Type 2 Blocking

While type 1 blocking was introduced in the context of production systems, type 2

blocking is used to model computer and telecommunications systems. The main

difference between the two types of blocking mechanisms is that, in type 1, blocking
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occurs after service completion and in type 2~ blocking occurs before service starts. In

order to provide an intuitive explanation of the difference in definitions, we reinterpret

what occurs during the service, In type 1 blocking, servers work on customers and the

space is there to allow for smooth operation. In type 2 blocking, servers just move custo

mers between spaces and do no other work on them. Hence, the lack of a space in the

destination buffer forces the server to shut down (cr. Suri and Diehl [38]).

V.I. Type 2.1 Blocking Mechanism

In this case, a customer is not allowed to occupy the service space when the desti

nation buffer is Cull. This blocking mechanism is introduced in open networks and, to the

best of our knowledge, no study has been reported in the context of closed queueing net

works. However, since type 2.1 blocking mechanism is equivalent to type 1 blocking

mechanism in cyclic exponential networks, results reported for cyclic networks under

type 1 blocking mechanism is readily applicable to cyclic networks under type 2.1 block

ing mechanism after the buffer capacities are adjusted.

Furthermore, type 2.1 blocking mechanism may not be well defined Cor arbitrary

topologies with arbitrary number of customers in it. For presentation purposes, consider

the subnetwork shown in Figure 5.

Now, suppose that node k is full. Then nodes i and j are blocked and service spaces

in front of servers i and j can not be occupied. When a departure from node k occurs,

customers at nodes i and j will enter to the respective service spaces and service will

start. While these customers are receiving service, let there be an arrival to node j so

that node j becomes Cull. At this moment, if a departure from node i occurs causing node

k to become full then we have an undefined case at node j. i.e., a destination node J k, of

a full node, j, is full that forces the service space in front of server j to be used which is
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not permitted. Such problems can be handled by restricting the number of customers in

the network, topology and/or buffer capacities.

Figure 5: A sub - network

v.n, Type 2.2 Blocking Mechanism

Closed queueing networks under type 2.2 blocking were first studied by Gordon

and Newell (23) in the context of cyclic exponential networks. Deadlock can not occur in

this blocking mechanism because it can not be resolved. For presentation purposes, con-

sider a cyclic network under type 2.2 blocking mechanism and let the number or custo-

men in the network be equal to the capacity of the network. Then, each node is full,

hence all servers are blocked. By definition, a server starts serving a customer if there is

a space in the destination buffer, which is not possible if the network is full. Hence, the

N

number of customers in the network should be less than its capacity, i.e, K< LBi •

Now, we will discuss the concept of holes as introduced by Gordon and Newell

[231. Since the capacity of node j is Bi , let us imagine that this node consists of Bi cells.

IT there are i
j

customers at node j, then ij of these cells are occupied and Bj - i, cells are

empty. We may say that these empty cells are occupied by holes. Then, the number of
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holes in the system is equal to ~ 8.- K..\:3 the customers move sequentially through the

I .= 1

network, the holes execute a. counter sequential motion since each movement of a custo-

mer from the jth node to the (j+l)st node corresponds to the movement of a hole in the

opposite direction. It is then shown that these two systems are duals. If a customer (a

hole) at node j is blocked in one system then node j+l has no holes (no customers) in its

dual. To summarize the duality, let (Bi,JLi) be the parameters of a node i and

Let p(ll) and ,D(l1) are the steady state queue length distribution of a cyclic network

N

and its dual with K and ~ B, - K customers respectively. 11 =( i 1, i2, · • · ,iN) is the

i=l

state of the network where ij is the number of customers at node j, then:

p(ip · · · r iN) = , D(81 - i 1,B.v - iN' · · · ,82 - i 2) for all feasible states 11-

Note that, it the number of customers in the network is such that no node can be

empty, then the dual network is a non-blocking network (Le. the number of holes is less

than or equal to the minimum buffer capacity) and has a product form solution. But

then, from the arguments given above, the original network has a product form solution.

Approximation algorithms for cyclic networks under type 2.2 blocking was pro-

posed by Suri and Diehl [38] and Onvural and Perras [31].

In particular, the algorithm given by Onvural and Perras [31] for type 1 blocking in

Section IV.I. was also applied to approximate the throughput or cyclic networks under

type 2.2 blocking. The following corollary is a consequence of duality in such networks.

Corollary l:An exponential cyclic network under type 2.2 blocking mechanism with K
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~V

customers has the same throughput as the network with "8 K t
~ .'. cus omers.

i =1

Furthermore, Onvural and Perros [31) empirically observed that throughput of

cyclic networks under type 2.2 blocking is non-decreasing as K increases from one to

l~l8,12 j. Hence, in their algorithm, it was assumed that the maximum throughput

occurs at K- = l.i 8/2]. For l~Ksmin(B&), the network has a product form solution
t=1

and the throughput can be calculated using one of the efficient algorithms for product

form networks. After solving the network with K·= t~lBJ2 j customers and calculat-

-ing the throughput, X( K ), a curve was fitted that passes through known points, A( 1),... ,

•
X( min (Hi)) and X,( K ) to estimate unknown throughput points.

Suri and Diehl [38] introduced the concept of 'variable buffer size" and used it

together with "flow-equivalent" approximations to approximate the performance meas-

ures of closed queueing networks with blocking.

Consider a cyclic network shown in figure 1 with at least one node with infinite

buffer capacity. Furthermore, assume that service time at each node is distributed

exponentially with rate fJ-" i=l,... ,N. Without loss of generality, let node 1 has infinite

buffer capacity.

In the flow-equivalent approach (cr. Chandy, Herzog and Woo [18], Chandy and

Sauer [19]), all nodes other than node i, for some i, is replaced by a single server [i.e,

composite server) with state dependent service rates, J.Li(l), where I is the number of cus-

tomers in the composite queue. When this approach is used in networks with finite
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buffers, the buffer capacity of the composite queue plays an important role. If we use a

buffer capacity of B= ~ Bi , this would overestimate the throughput, because node i

1=· ... 1

can be blocked in the actual network with less than B customers in nodes i+ 1 to N. If

we use 8=8. -r- l' this will underestimate the throughput because when there are B,+ 1

customers at node i+ 1 to B, not all of them need to be at node i+ 1. Thus, server i, Si'

"sees" a finite buffer of size t in the composite queue, Cor some fraction of time. The

variable buffer size model introduced by Suri and Diehl (38) is an attempt to capture this

view seen by Si.

NODE 1 NODE 2

Figure 6:A variable buffer-size model

Let, p(k IK) be the fraction of time composite queue behaves like a k-buffer node. Given,

the fixed buffer-size and state dependent service rates. two-node network has a product

form solution hence it can be solved efficiently. If p{k IK)'s are known then the perfor-

mance measures of the original network can be calculated as a weighted sum of the per-

formance measures of the two-node network. The complete algorithm to calculate the

throughput of cyclic networks is given below.
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ALGORIT~f TO SOL VE CYCLIC NET\\{ORK
BEGIN
j * INPL·T (K ~ B·- ,~..... ,J.L" &' l-l.... ,_~, /r INITIALIZE FIRST VIEW" /

FOR J=l TO K DO
BEGIN
~4V(J)=~4V

FOR k=l TO J DO
IF k=B!v then Pjv(k IJ)= 1 ELSE PN(k IJ)=O;

END:

t: ~LAIN LOOP:CO~IPL~TE VIEW S~V-l THRU 1 */
FOR I=~-l DOW~TO 1 DO
BEGIN
FOR J=1 to K DO
BEGIN

VB. VB.
Solve net~grk VBi obtaining X '(J) and P 1.1 '(J)j (Figure 6)
Ai(J)=.,r ~(J);

VB
FOR k=ll0 J-1 DO Pi{k IJ)=P1,A:~B. (J)j

~ VB

Pi(J IJ)= L P1./-B, + j(J)j
j=O

END;
END~

r OUTPUT */
FOR J=l TO K DO OUTPlJT(A1(J));

END.

The approximation algorithm is based on the idea that the ith server can view all the

downstream nodes i+l to N in terms of a single finite queue which is the Bow equivalent

queue of the downstream servers. In particular, node 2 of the variable buffer size model

(figure 6) is this flow equivalent queue. The service rate at node 1 of the variable buffer

size model is that or queue i, i.e. JL.. The total number of customers is varied from 1 to

K for each node i. The weights Pi(k IK) are then obtained by calculating the probabili-

ties that there are b, customers in the first node and k-b, in the second node.

The algorithm proceeds in this fashion moving upstream until all queues have been

considered. The algorithm is easily started seeing that the {N-t )st queue sees a Bow
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equivalent queue of the downstream queues which is nothing else but the ~th queue

itself since the destination node of the ~ th node (node 1) has infinite buffer capacity.

The algorithm is accurate and fast. Validation tests are restricted to three-node cyclic

networks with at least one node with infinite buffer capacity and comparisons were made

only for the throughput. A similar algorithm is given for cyclic networks under type 1

blocking. It is discussed in Diehl [21] that the algorithm can be used to approximate

other performance measures and it is also applicable to arbitrary topologies as well as

open-networks. No validation tests have been reported for such cases.

VI. Type 3 Blocking

This type of blocking was introduced by Caseau and Pujolle (17) in open tandem

networks and by Pittel [36} in reversible closed queueing networks. It was initially used

to model communication networks where a packet is retransmitted due to the Cact that

the destination buffer was full. Recently, it is used to model flexible manufacturing sys

tems [cf Yao and Buzacott [40,41,42,43)).

VI.I. Type 3.1 Blocking Mechanism

We first note that type 3.1 blocking mechanism is equivalent to type 2.2 blocking

mechanism in of cyclic exponential networks. Thus, exact and approximate results dis

cussed for type 2:2 blocking section V.II are readily applicable to this blocking mechan

ism. For general topologies, if all nodes that are subject to blocking in a closed exponen

tial network have exactly one destination node. then type 3.1 blocking is equivalent to

type 3.2 blocking. Hence, results that are discussed next in Section VI.II are applicable

to this blocking mechanism. Other than these equivalencies, there are no results reported

for this blocking mechanism in closed queueing networks.
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Vl.II. Type 3.2 Blocking Mechanism

This section or the survey is taken from Perros [34]. Let us consider a closed

queueing network with parameters as given in table 1 under type 3.2 blocking mechan-

ism..-\ customer at the ith node requires an exponentially distributed service with mean

l/~i. Let fi(n,) be the rate at which the server at the ith node works when there are n.,

customers in the node, i=l .....~. \Ve have f·(n.) > 0 if n . > 0 and f {".)=O if n·=O., , a I I I , ' ...

Furthermore, let 6j {ft j } be the probability that a customer will be admitted to node j

when there are nj customers in the node. Note that in type 3.2 blocking, bj(B j )=0 and

bj(k)=l Cor Osk<Bj , j=l,....N. Let 11'(i 11 ••• ,iN) be the steady state queue length

distribution of a closed queueing network where ij is the number of customers at node j,

~ ij=K, and ii~Bj' j=l,... ,N. Now! if the routing matrix (Pii's) is reversible then

i=l

there exists positive Ai' i=l,...,N which satisfy the following equation (cr. Kelly [26)):

AiPii=AjP]i

for all i and j. In this case, it is shown that (cr. Pittel [36], Hordijk and Van Dijk [25]):

where C is a normalizing constant.

Therefore, if the routing matrix is reversible, the queueing network described above

has a product form steady state solution. When the routing matrix is not reversible, the

above queueing network can still have a product form solution in the following two cases

(cr. Hordijk and Van Dijk [25]):

a) The probability o;(n) that a customer will be admitted to node j is constant,

independent of nj" That is 6;(nj)=0;, j=l,... ,N. Note that this definition of block-
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ing does not correspond to any of the blocking mechanisms defined in Section U.

b) The rate f. (n&) at which server i works is constant. independent of n i - That is

li(n.)=!.- Note that. in cyclic networks, this result is immediate from the

equivalency of type ~.2 and type 3.~ blocking mechanisms since a constant rate, I.,

would mean no node in the network can be empty. Akyildiz [4} extended this result

to include at most one empty station.

We, now, consider the case where the routing probabilities Crom node i to node j is

state dependent (cr. Yao and Buzacott [40)). In particular let us consider the queueing

network studied above in this section assuming that Pje depends on ij and ilr as follows:

P11e ( ii' it)=<I> J ( i, )'V A: ( it)

where <l>J{.) and 'l'c{·) are arbitrary functions such that <t»J(ij » 0 if ij>O,'I'.(ik ) > 0

if ii > 0 and <P j(O)= 0 and 'Vk(B~) = o. Under these state dependent routing probabil-

ities, the queueing network is reversible and has the following product Corm steady state

solution.

where C is a normalizing constant.

The effect of this state dependent routing is as follows. A customer upon comple-

tion of its service at node i will probabilistically join any of the destination nodes which.

at that moment. are not full. If all of the destination nodes are full then the service will

be repeated at node i (type 3.2 blocking).

We note that the routing probability Pjlc(ij,i.) should satisfy ~PJ.(ij,ik)=l for all

a

j. From this, we have:
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Thus, we have the following "probabilistic shortest queue" routing [Yao and Buza-

cott(40)):

Pjk( i j ,it )=
2 B,-(K - ii)
l=t
a~j

for j =i= k. In this type of routing, a job may join a node which has the shortest queue

with the highest probability. A job never joins a. node which is full hence no blocking

can take place in the network. This is an extension of type 3.2 blocking to non-blocking

networks with reversible routing.

Yao and Buzacott [43] reported an approximation algorithm for analyzing closed

queueing networks under type 3.2 blocking. In addition to the parameters as given in

table 1, assume that each queue is served by c.. servers. Service times are assumed to fol-

low arbitrary coxian distributions. The topology of the network is such that if each ser-

vice distribution is substituted by an exponential distribution with the same mean as the

coxian server, then the resulting exponential network is reversible and has a product

form solution. The approximation algorithm is based on the notion of exponentializa-

tion. The main steps of the algorithm as follows:

so: For each node i, substitute its service distribution with the same rate JL .. (R j ) as the

coxian server, 1Ii = O,...,Bi ; i=l,...,N
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S 1: Solve the resulting reversible network to obtain the marginal queue length distribu-

tion p,(n,) for each node i.

52: Derive state dependent arrival rate A.(n l ) to each node i, i= 1,... ,N using:

83: Analyze each node in isolation as a A,(ni )/ G/c
l
/Bi queue. where A,(n i ) are obtained

from step 2. Remaining parameters cj J G, Bi are the same as in the original net- "'

work. For each node, obtain marginal queue-length distribution, qi(n i ) ,

S4: Derive state dependent service rates, vi ( n i )'5 as follows:

and i=l,...,N and go back to S1.

The algorithm can be used to obtain marginal queue length probability distribu-

tion, Validation examples showed that the accuracy of the algorithm is satisfactory.

vu. Special Case

In this section" we will discuss the concept or indistinguishable nodes as introduced

by Onvural and Perras [30] and Persone and Grillo (20] in symmetric cyclic networks.

Consider exponential cyclic networks, shown in Figure 1, with parameters Bi=B

< =c and JoLi=J.L, i= 1,.. "N. Then, 1-sKrs~B. The algorithm given in this section utilizes

an aggregate state space obtained from the original state space or the network after it is

reduced by a factor of N. For presentation purposes, consider a cyclic network under

type 1 blocking with B=2, K=4 and N=3. The state space has the following structure
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with all transition rates equal to ~.

Solving the system numerically (cr. Perras. Nilsson and Liu [11]). we have:

P(2,~~O)=P(O,2~2)= P( :?O.2)=O.U71·l:!9

P(2.3,O)=P(O,2,3)=P(3,O,2)=O.11905

P(2, 1,1)=P( 1,2,1)=P(1,1,2)=0.095238

P(3, 1,1)=P( 1,3,1)=P( 1,1,3)=0.047619

This result is not surprising seeing that nodes are indistinguishable. In view of this, let

us define the following classes, where a state is a member of a class if that state has the

same steady state probability as all the other states in the same class.

s1={(2,2,0),(O,2,2),(2,O,2)}

s2={(2,3,0),(0,2,3),(3~O.2)}

S3={(2,1,1 ),(1,2,1 ),(1,1,2)}

S4={(3,1,1),(1,3,1),( 1,1,3)}

Note that i .=3 (=8.+1) denotes that node j-t is blocked by node j. Then, we have the
1 1

following state space structure for these equivalence classes with all transition rates
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equal to tJ..

Solving this system numerically, we have:

P(S1)=0.214287; P(S2)=0.35715: P(S3)=0.28571; P(S4)=0.142857

Furthermore, P( S.. )= "- P( i 1,i2, i J ) • i= 1,... 4. Hence, to solve the original network.

we can form the equivalence classes '~"I. create the rate matrix for these classes and solve

the system. Then we can obtain the queue length distribution of the original network.

The following algorithm summarizes this procedure.

ALGORITHM

I.Generate the equivalence classes, Sj' and set up the rate matrix.

2.So1ve the system to obtain P(Sj).

3.Calculate the normalizing constant, GK' for the original network as follows:

s

GK = ~ R.?(Si)
•=1

where S is the number of equivalence classes and R i IS the number of states in

equivalence class i.

Finally, we note that, although the concept of indistinguishable nodes are discussed

in cyclic networks under type 1 blocking, it is applicable to other blocking mechanisms
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in exponential cyclic networks.
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